




YKHC medical staff GRAND ROUNDS:

Late to the Party:
rapid (active) TB testing in the YK Delta

Ron Bowerman. MD, MPH/  January 14, 2014



LECTURE OBJECTIVES:

 1. Explain what Nobel Prize-winning technology is 
behind this test, how it works and why it is so accurate.

 2. Understand the current TB diagnostic limitations, 
especially in Bush Alaska, and how Xpert MTB/RIF will 
transform them.

 3. Make a case for improving Human Rights in Bush 
Alaska by implementing this test.

 4. Understand why Alaska is so late in having access to 
this test while half the world has been using it for the 
past two years and especially, in which country?



This lecture is not about QuantiFERON



Tuberculosis
a quick review



Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Obligate aerobe

Facultative intracellular pathogen

Infects macrophages

Slow growing

Hydrophobicunable to gram stain

Acid-fast bacilli



CDC/Dr. George P. Kubica





Robert Koch
German physician/microbiologist

1843 (May 24) -1910

1882 discovered tubercle bacilli

1896 discovered tuberculin

1910 received Nobel Prize in Medicine







“The past 10 years have seen the 
most rapid growth in new diagnostics 

for Mtb in over a century.”

Nyendak MR, Lewinsohn DA, Lewinsohn DM 2009. New diagnostic methods for 
tuberculosis. Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases 22 (2): 174-182.



Xpert MTB/RIF test

 -separation of TB and Rifampin resistant 
gene sequences

 -amplification by PCR

 -ID by molecular beacons

 -very QUICK and PORTABLE



Dr. Kary Mullis

Nobel Prize 
Chemistry 1993

Inventor of PCR process



Kary Mullis, PhD receiving Nobel prize in Stockholm
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Why a new Rapid TB diagnostic test?
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Why a new Rapid TB diagnostic test?

 The worldwide battle against TB going poorly

 To end TB by 2050 we need 16% annual decline

 The current decline trend is 2%

 HIV and MDR/XDR TB compounds this effort

 1/3 of new TB cases are being missed annually

 The wait in TB dx/tx prevents early intervention

 The Xpert MTB/RIF test is highly effective, 
simple, FAST, and addresses drug resistance



Video:  new TB device





History of Xpert MTB/RIF Assay

 GeneXpert diagnostic system developed by 
Cepheid (Sunnyvale, CA)

 First deployed by USPS for rapid detection 
of ANTHRAX in mail sorting offices

Ulrich MP, Christenson DR, Coyne SR, et al. J. Appl Microbiol 2006; 100: 1011-16



Description:  Xpert MTB/RIF Assay

“It is a self-contained, fully integrated, 
automatic platform that can be used with 
minimal technical skills.  The cartridge-based 
system incorporates microfluidics technology 
and fully automated nucleic acid analysis to 
purify, concentrate, detect, and identify 
targeted nucleic acid sequences from 
unprocessed clinical samples.”

Lawn SD, Nicol MP. Future Microbiol 2011; 6: 167-82



Microfluidics Technology

is a multidisciplinary field intersecting engineering, 
physics, chemistry, nanotechnology and 
biotechnology, with practical applications to the 
design of systems in which small volumes of 
fluids will be handled. Microfluidics emerged in 
the beginning of the 1980s and is used in the 
development of inkjet printheads, DNA chips, 
lab-on-a-chip technology, micro-propulsion, and 
micro-thermal technologies. 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lab-on-a-chip


Video:  gas



GeneXpert test platforms by Cepheid





Xpert MTB/RIF test locations in PNG

Lae

Daru

Port Moresby

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3b/Papua_New_Guinea_relief_location_map.jpg
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Xpert MTB/RIF test

-cartridge-based, automatic diagnostic test

-detects DNA sequences specific to 

-Mycobacterium tuberculosis

-Rifampin resistance mutations

2010 endorsed by WHO for use in TB endemic areas

2013 FDA-approved & CLIA-endorsed in the US







Xpert MTB/RIF test

 Results from unprocessed sputum sample

 Very low level bio-hazard

 Little technical training (CLIA mod complx)

 Sputumresult as soon as 90 minutes







Video:  cartridge

GeneXpert C artridge.lnk



Xpert MTB/RIF Test Endorsed

 WHO-endorsed 12/2010 as equivalent to 
AFB smear test for diagnosis of active TB

(currently in use in >87 countries)

 FDA-approved 2013

 CLIA-endorsed 2013 for general lab use



Xpert test Accuracy for Pumonary TB

for single sputum samples

 Sensitivity of smear (+) TB pts :  98.2%

 Sensitivity of smear (-) TB pts:    72.5%

 Specificity (i.e. true neg result):   99.2%

Boehme CC, Nabeta P, Hillemann D. N Engl J Med 2010; 363: 1005-15

(n=1730 suspected TB patients from S.Africa, Peru, Azerbaijan, and India)







Test Applications in the YK Delta

 More efficient TB medical care 

 Improved TB patient/Human Rights

 Improved Hospital/Community Safety

 Reduced Healthcare Costs



Current Way to Dx TB in YK Delta

Currently, the AFB test can only be done in 
the State Epi Lab in Anchorage despite our 
Lab trying to bring it back to Bethel over 
the last 10 years.  This has been a huge 
inconvenience to our TB medical care in 
the YK Delta, not to mention human-rights 
issues as we keep patients unnecessarily 
hospitalized awaiting State Lab results to 
“rule-out TB.” 



Current Way to Dx TB in YK Delta

Also, the waste in hospitalization-special 
isolation cost is enormous.  The Xpert 
MTB/RIF assay would allow us to “leap-
frog” the off-site AFB problem to more 
nimbly and efficiently battle TB and 
additionally provide a built-in surveillance 
for multi-drug resistant TB with the RIF 
test component. 



The Xpert MTB/RIF assay has 
the potential to impact medical 
care, patient rights, safety and 
costs as follows:



Test Applications in the YK Delta

 More efficient TB medical care



Like our CT scanner, the greater 
immediate diagnostic clarity of 
this rapid and very accurate TB 
assay will promote better care.  
This is how it might be used in 
the ER setting:



POSITIVE rapid sputum test result = Active 
Pulmonary TB and Start 4-drug TB meds, also,

 1.  Stable/Bethel ptsend home on 4-drugs 
with mask and PHN f/u

 2.  Stable/Village ptadmit to NWing-TB 
isolation on 4-drugs, send home when AFB x3 
Neg (as before)

 3.  Unstable/Bethel ptadmit to NWing-TB 
isolation on 4-drugs, send home when stable 
with mask

 4.  Unstable/Village ptadmit to NWing-TB 
isolation on 4-drugs, send home when AFB x3 
Neg (as before) and pt stable



Furthermore, as Xpert MTB/RIF can 
pick-up patients before they become 
contagious (unlike the AFB test), dx 
and tx will occur sooner meaning 
fewer in the community will be 
exposed.  An additional advantage of 
this assay is the RIF component or the 
test for Rifampin resistance test which 
alerts for Multi-Drug resistance and 
enables immediate tx for MDR-TB.



NEGATIVE rapid sputum test result = 
No active pulmonary TB contagious or 
pre-contagious so a pneumonia can 
be treated inpatient or outpatient 
without concern for TB-isolation.  Of 
course if a provider believes the test 
result may be a false-negative, TB-
isolation can still be instituted.



Test Applications in the YK Delta

 More efficient TB medical care 

 Improved Patient/Human Rights



The Xpert MTB/RIF assay gives a result 
within hours.  Therefore, an otherwise 
stable pneumonia patient who does not 
have TB does not have to be “isolated” 
against his/her will for the safety of the 
community for 4-8 days while his 3 AFB 
sputums go through the AFB  testing 
process in Anchorage to prove this. 
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Since more actively TB-infected patients will 
be discovered with the Xpert MTB/RIF 
assay (and treated) before becoming 
contagious (unlike the AFB test), 
predictably fewer contagious TB patients 
will be circulating undiagnosed in the 
community and healthcare setting, thus a 
safer environment.



Test Applications in the YK Delta

 More efficient TB medical care 
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Conservatively, the rapid TB test could 
potentially save YKHC at least $150,000

annually through;

 1.  Reduced unnecessary admissions of stable patients

 2.  Reduced number of admitted patients not requiring  
TB-isolation precautions services of healthcare and 
ancillary staff

 3.  Reduced RT services required

 4.  Fewer Alaska Air “Gold-Streak” lab specimens to 
the State Lab.

 5.  Other cost savings



Video:  strung



Review of Lecture Objectives

 1. Explain what Nobel Prize-winning technology 
is behind this test, how it works and why it is so 
accurate.

 2. Understand the current TB diagnostic 
limitations, especially in Bush Alaska, and how 
Xpert MTB/RIF will transform them.

 3. Make a case for improving Human Rights in 
Bush Alaska by implementing this test.

 4. Understand why Alaska is so late in having 
access to this test while half the world has been 
using it for the past two years and especially, in 
which country?




